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Abstract. This paper proposes a Choshi design system. Choshi is a new
method for carving of paper, which is uneven 3D shape and unique colors
of papers. Choshi, derived from carving overlaid colored papers, has the
following three features:
1. Each layer consists of a single piece of paper of one color.
2. The color must be selected from a number of existing colors.
3. Choshi has an overlaid structure where carved papers are overlaid
on other carved papers.
The goal of the proposed Choshi design system has two issues: to enable
a wider variety of people to easily and successfully create Choshi art,
and to reduce the difficulty and tedium, of creating a Choshi art piece.
Key words: Choshi, Segmentation, Selecting colored paper, Overlaid
structure
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Introduction

Choshi[6] is a new carving method which can represent uneven 3D structures
with unique colored papers as shown in Figure 1.
The process of Choshi art, shown in Figure 2, includes:
1. A color sketch should be prepared in advance. A number to each colored
regions corresponding to the carving sequence is assigned.
2. Papers which are similar colors to those in the sketch are selected. All colored
papers are put together according to the order.
3. The topmost layer should carve away the color regions of all the other colors.
The next layer should carve away the color regions of all the remaining colors.
This proceeds layer by layer to the bottom. The visible color regions in all
papers result in a color sketch with sharp curves and a complex overlapping
structure.
Compared with graphic works and three-dimensional arts, Choshi provides a better aesthetic perception to the viewers. It is, however, very difficult to popularize
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(a) Choshi top view image (b) Choshi side view showing layers image
Fig. 1. Choshi

(a) A sketch

(b) Colored papers

(c) Regions carving (d) Discrete papers

Fig. 2. Making processing of Choshi

this art form due to its sophisticated structure, complicated and time-consuming
production processes, and high requirement for the artistic knowledge.
NPR is the short form of Non-Photorealistic Rendering. It assists artists in
creating real artworks starting with digital images, and provides the possibility
free the artists from labor of complex handwork and get the same or even better
artistic effect than that made by hand. Some of previous NPR methods which are
used for representing three dimensional shapes, similar to Choshi, are introduced.
Bas-relief is a form of relief in which the contents silhouette slightly stands
out from the surrounding surface. The overall depth of bas-relief is shallow so it
sets up an intermediate step between 2D image and 3D sculpture. For example
on most coins, images are in bas-relief. A presented digital bas-relief system[4]
assists artists in converting virtual 3D models into digital bas-relief sculptures.
During the conversion the input 3D models should be squeezed into a flat surface,
while maintaining as much as possible the perception of the full 3D scene. As
an NPR system it can generate real bas-relief automatically with the aid of
computer-driven milling equipment. In addition, this bas-relief system has a
few functions to assist artists in adjusting aesthetic qualities such as the camera
viewpoint or the compressed height in order to create digital Bas-relief intuitively
based on the their personal aesthetic perception.
Another virtual sculpture system[3] allows artists to realize traditional sculpture in virtual space by CSG(Constructive Solid Geometry) and height-map. The
system provides an intuitive interactive interface to artist. Artists can carve any
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complicated polygon by using a digital graver to cut forms on stone, wood, brick
or any other material in virtual space.
Neither digital Bas-relief nor virtual sculpture can be used in Choshi generation for the discrete overlapping structure of color papers.
The rest of paper is organized as follows; section 2 describes Choshi system
by giving the details of each process, and describes the application of the Choshi
design system to the generation of carving data. Also, some real Choshi are
carved by a cutting plotter based on the data. Section 3 concludes this paper.

2
2.1

Choshi design system
Generation of rough sketch

Region segmentation of Mean Shift algorithm[7] can not only keep the details and
structures of the original features in images but also can facilitate the labeling
process better. In this paper, q = (p, c) = (x, y, r, g, b) is used as a feature vector,
where p = (x, y) represents a vector in spatial domain H 2 , and c = (r, g, b)
represents a vector in color space S 3 . In the five-dimensional feature space, mean
shift vector M (q) is obtained by the following equation.
M (q) =

1
nx

∑

(qi − q)

(1)

p∈H 2 ,c∈S 3

Where, q and qi denote five-dimensional feature vectors of the data. nx represents the number of data within the radius of dH ∈ H 2 , dS ∈ S 3 at the center
q.
Local mode is obtained by shifting the target vector q until the mean shift
vector M (q) becomes smaller than a threshold. This process is applied for the
whole pixels in a given image. Color value in each pixel is replaced the mode in
the local distribution. The adjacent pixels in spatial domain are merged into one
region, where the distances in the feature space are within the range of dH and
dS
√
.
2
The adjacency relation of regions in the image space is represented by RAG.
dS
Color difference within the range of √
in the color feature space is merged into
2
one region. This process is repeated 3 times. The obtained image is used as rough
sketch as shown in Figure 3(a).
2.2

Colored paper selection

In representation of the painting style like Choshi, it is most desirable to calculate
color difference in a color coordinate system which is close to human color perception. Munsell color system has three axes H(Hue), V(Value) and C(Chroma)
which indicate three attributes of human color perception respectively.
The representative color value of each color region in the rough sketch and
colored papers are represented by HVC coordinate in approximate Munsell color
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(a) Input image

(b) Segmented image

Fig. 3. Result of rough sketch image

system by using MTM[9]. Then the color differences between the representative
color in the rough sketch and the colored paper are calculated by Godlove Color
different formula. A colored paper is selected when the color difference is minimum.
MTM corrects the evenness of Adams color space which approximates Munsell color space. At first, RGB color represented 8 bits in each component is
transformed into CIE(1934)XYZ color value by using the following formula.

 
 
0.608 0.174 0.200
R
X
 Y  = 1  0.299 0.587 0.144  G 
(2)
255
0.0 0.066 1.112
B
Z
1

Next, Munsell Value function V (A) = 11.6A 3 − 1.6 is applyed to calculate
(M1 , M2 , M3 ) as three components in Adams color space according to equation
(3).

V (1.02X) − V (Y )
 M1 =
M2 = 0.4[V (0.847Z) − V (Y )]
(3)

M3 =
0.23V (Y )

M1 and M2 indicate color plane and M3 is for Value. The approximate value
(Ĥ, V̂ , Ĉ) of HVC in Adams color space is given by the following equation(4).
)
(
1
M2
−1
, V̂ = M3 , Ĉ = (M1 2 + M2 2 ) 2
Ĥ = tan
(4)
M1
Then, new axes S1 and S2 are obtained by equation (5) which aims to correct
the distortion of M1 and M2 .
{
S1 = 8.88 + 0.966cos(Ĥ)M1
(5)
S2 = 8.025 + 2.558sin(Ĥ)M2
Approximate value of HVC derived from MTM can be given by the following
equation by using S1 , S2 and M3 .
H̃ = tan−1 (

S2
),
S1

1

Ṽ = M3 ,

C̃ = (S1 2 + S2 2 ) 2

(6)
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Godlove color difference formula gives weighted Euclidean distance between the
two color samples in Munsel color space, where the distance is weighted by
the perceptual ratio of C and V. Godlove color difference formula is shown as

(a) Segmented image

(b) Final reference image

Fig. 4. Result of colored paper determination

equation(7), where a perceptual ratio of C and V is C : V = 1 : n. In this paper,
n is set to 4 according to the experimental result of Godlove[10].
2

2

1

∆E = ((∆C̃) + 2C˜1 C˜2 (1 − cos∆H̃) + (n∆Ṽ ) ) 2

(7)

Figure 4 shows the selected colored paper according to equation (7).
2.3

Choshi description

In every colored paper, the regions which are not seen also exist, so the overlapping structure must be considered. Based on the result of color region segmen-

(a) Overlapping structure

(b)
Relationship
between
regions
and colored papers

Fig. 5. Determine the sequence of colored papers

tation, the whole image is indicated as I, and the set of all the color regions in

6
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the image are indicated as∪Ri ∈ I(i = 1, 2, ..., n|n), n indicates how many pieces
n
of paper in use. For I = i=1 Ri , P̄i indicates the cut-off part in each colored
paper. Pi denotes the left part. When the papers are piled up in the order of i,
Pi is represented as follows;
{

P1 =
Pi = Pi−1 ∪ Ri

R1
(i = 2, ..., n)

(8)

The
∪n cut-off part of each colored paper P̄i , therefore, derives from P̄i = I − Pi =
k=i+1 Rk obtained by the following equation;
{

P̄n =
P̄i = P̄i+1 ∪ Ri+1

φ
(i = n − 1, ..., 1)

(9)

The overlapping structure model is illustrated in Figure 5.
The proposed Choshi system assigns certain numbers to the color regions
based on the sequence which is determined by the order of generated regions in
the rough sketch generation process. The number indicates a height.
After the selection of colored papers, user can adjust the height of each
colored paper by exchanging the numbers of the regions. Moreover, user can
merge some of the regions in order to modify the shapes of regions and the
number of colors.
It is realized by interactive operations that are mouse operation and number
assignment. The Choshi model is generated in a virtual space based on the
equations (8) and (9) as shown in Figure 6.
Then, the cutting plotter is used to cut each colored paper according to the
output data and the colored paper is piled up in the order. Finally, a real Choshi
can be obtained. The generated Choshi is shown in Figure 7.

(a) Viewed from front

(b) Viewed from bottom

Fig. 6. Virtual Choshi model
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(a) Viewed from front
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(b) Viewed from bottom

Fig. 7. Carved Choshi
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Conclusion and Future Works

The system proposed in this paper makes it possible to generate virtual Choshi
beginning with an input image. It takes into account the following three features
of Choshi in order to keep the generated overlapping structure as similar as
possible to the image.
1. Choshi is composed by a set of colored papers and each color region is represented by a piece of colored paper. Each region, therefore, should hold a
uniform color.
2. Segmented regions show many kinds of colors, but the resulting Choshi will
be realized by colored papers. Thus the categories of colors have to be limited
to the existing colored papers.
3. In every colored paper, the regions which are not seen also exist, so the
overlapping structure must be considered.
Moveover, as an automatic method, it provides users a simple and pleasant way
to make Choshi. It is helpful to spread the Choshi as a common art form.
However, this system is not mature enough. It still needs further improvement.
In proposed system, the quality of the result is very dependent on the quality
of the segmentation. Experiment results show that the Mean Shift algorithm is
more adapt for defining color regions of illustration as shown in Figure 8(a),
however, it does not seem to robustly define ideal regions of input image with
complex scenes, like photograph. As shown in Figure 8(b), the discrete leaves
and windows did not get enough merging for matching unique color regions of
Choshi.
In addition, the Mean Shift algorithm can not intelligently judge the relationship among regions in an image. Some unnatural effects exist as the results
of incorrect judgement of automatic segmentation, like the separated sky regions
shown in Figure 8(b).
Such points will lead to the results that a Choshi artist would not be satisfied with. Therefore, it might be preferable to provide the artist with tools to
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(a) Choshi model issued from an illus- (b) Choshi model issued from a phototration
graph
Fig. 8. Experimental results

guide the segmentation process and edit the results, rather than to rely on the
described region segmentation algorithm.
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